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In Before Xocels, his important cultural history of the late seventeenth- and early
eighteenth-century literary milieu, J. Paul Hunter suggests that when the novel
began to emerge in the early eighteenth centur; it did so amid ‘a developing
concern for contemporaneity, a wish to recognize the momentous in the
momentary and to feel the power of all time in its most fleeting moment.’
England had developed, he continues, ‘an urgent sense of now’ and a preoccu
pation with novelty; but, he concedes, ‘it is hard to say exactly when the present
time became such an urgent issue in the English cultural consciousness.’1 Hunter
is undoubtedly correct both as to the existence of this phenomenon of presentmindedness, and its clearest expression in the journalism of the Augustan era.
His account raises a number of problems, not least (as he admits in the latter
quotation) the beginnings of a strong sense of the present, and that present’s
connections to the past. In noting, for instance, the obvious etymological link be
tween the French word jour and journalism’ (a word that did not itself appear
until the early nineteenth century), he suggests that by the 1 690s, English culture
had become so intoxicated by ‘the potential significance to human consciousness
of any single moment that an immediate written record was required.’2 This
correctly and astutely identifies the relationship, but puts the cart before the
horse. The newspaper was not merely the creation of a cultural obsession; it in
large measure created that obsession, which cannot have sprung ex niltilo. To
make this point, it is necessary to go well hack beyond the 1690s and link the
Augustans’ concern with contemporaneity to the creation of that contempora
neity over the preceding century

The perception of the present
The modern sense of the present as a segment of time experientially distin
guishable from past or future differs sharply from that which existed in the midsixteenth century This is owed in large measure to the progressive shrinkage that
has occurred over four centuries in the length of time deemed minimally
necessary for a series of events to unfold, to be fashioned into formal or informal
narrative (or even into competing and mutually contradictory narratives), and
dispersed over a wide geographic field.3 The indulgence of a recent example
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may serve to illustrate how presentness is manufactured in our own time, by way
of contrast with the pre-electronic era. InJanuary 1986, as I left my home for the
university to teach an afternoon class, I saw on the television the first report of
the Challenger space shuttle disaster. This had been flashed only moments earlier
from Cape Canaveral, Florida nearly two thousand miles to the south. Within
thirty minutes, the time it took me to walk to campus and get into the classroom,
the entire university including my students (not normally the group of people
most conscious of events outside their scholastic and recreational universe), was
abuzz with talk of the catastrophe. When I flew to England for the mid-term
break three weeks later) the shuttle was still the main subject of conversation,
dwarfing Mrs Thatcher’s latest attacks on the unions and the impending fall of
Philippine dictator Ferdinand Marcos. What was already a ‘past’ event, exis
tentialh’, was still talked o1 understood, and treated as part of an extended
present. Having lost none of its shocking immediacy over the preceding weeks, it
was still ‘news,’ and not yet ‘history’
News of some kind
oral or written communication of some new event,
some fluctuation in the ‘normal’ process of things
is of course as old as
civilization. There has always been an interest in new events, something to
enliven the boredom of daily life, and had news often has the added appeal
to schadeifreude. News stands on the cusp between past and future; it arouses
recollection, anticipation, expectation, or apprehension. But the means by which
it has been communicated, and consequently the ways in which it has been
perceived, have evolved over the millennia, in response to developments in
transportation and technology Our perception of news is very different from
that of early modern people, because both our technology and our relationship
to that technology is radically different; theirs, in turn, differed from that of the
pre-print era. Stephen Kern’s panoramic study of European culture in the pre
First World War era, as it made use of new instruments of communication such
as the telephone and Marconi wireless, points to the simultaneity of experience as
a critical mark of a culture’s tacit recognition of a public present in which a wide
range of experience can be shared by many people over wide distances.
Commentators on the wireless news reports of the Titanic’s last hours in April
1912 noted ‘tvith a sense near to awe that we have been almost witness of a great
ship in her death agonies.’ The process that Kern notes has been magnified by
technology in the course of the century but its antecedents can be pushed hack
to the seventeenth century4
Because major events now reach a wide audience through the print and,
especially quickly the electronic media, they can almost instantaneously form
a common currency in local, national and international discourse
a ‘public
sphere,’ to borrow Jurgen Habermas’ terminology that they could not have
done as easily two centuries ago, and scarcely at all three centuries before that.5
And because they do reach listeners or readers so quickly the are now deemed
‘current events,’ rather than history, at the point at which they are perceived,
cognitively processed, and discussed. As one student of the psychology of
memory and time has put it, ‘the psychological present is a duration, not an
—

—
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instant.’6 Since this would appear directly to contradict the formal, philosophical
understanding of the present as a brief moment among most commentators
since St. Augustine, some explanation is needed of the shift toward an
experientially-defined sense of the present as meaningful duration. In the West.
at least, we now have a very strong sense of the present (and hence of an
immediate past flowing into hut distinct from that present) because our lives, and
the society that shapes them, have themselves been pre-narrated by the public
institutions that organize and convey information. As Pierre Janet, a pioneer in
the study of the psychology of memory; noted in 1928 by way of studying the
phenomenon of déjà vu, the sense of duration is largely intellectual, its
preciseness impeded by our construction of the present.7 In other words, our
present is as much a social fabrication as our past, but it is seen as independent of
that past, even if it draws on that past through memory; and even if we
acknowledge that it will, in thefuture, become past, and hence a matter of history
People of all classes in the Middle Ages and in the sixteenth century inhabited
a remembered past (enhanced for the then-relatively small number of literate by
reading) and an expected future. In contrast to us, they conceived of the present
as an instant rather than a duration, through most of the period recognizing no
‘present’ beyond that instant. This lack of a sense of the present as duration was
owed less to intellectual theories about the nature of time than to the reality of
its experience, and in particular to the limitations constraining the perception of
news. These limitations will figure prominendy in the argument I wish to make
about precisely how the printing press affected news. They can be enumerated as
follows:
1

2
3
4

speed: the slow rate at which people learned of remote events, a velocity
that increased in inverse proportion to their geographical distance from the
event itself
flow: the discreet, blip-like and erratic way in which news reached them and
had then to be sorted out from rumour;
commonality: the degree to which knowledge of a particular event is shared
simultaneously among persons or communities separated by geography; and
density: the number of aural and visual cues to sudden change, most
obviously represented in the printed media and in the public world of
conversation, hut most often in combination of these.

Our own experience of these limits is not monolithic, but conditioned by
race, class , gender family occupation and other factors. On the whole, however,
it is very different from that of our ancestors of four centuries or so ago. We do
not learn of news in the way they did, which was normally slowly sporadically
and sparsely unless they were directly caught up in the events by proximity:
Rather, we are enveloped by it, and the plots of our own lives are absorbed into
an ongoing social narrative (the medium-term ‘march of events,’ or ‘today’s big
whether we choose to take an interest in them or not.8 It is in the
story’)
seventeenth century however, that the social and psychological experience of
—
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news first acquired something like its modern form, with the only major changes
still to come falling under category I (speed), as communication became virtually
instantaneous beginning with the telegraph.
Modern technology has increased our awareness of news but perhaps also
deadened our sensitivity’ to it, as theorists of boredom such as Klapp suggest, so
that we now need a major event like Kennedy’s assassination or the Princess of
Wales’ death to jolt us into engagement with a present beyond our domestic and
professional lives.9 Nevertheless, it is possible to trace the origins of the communi
cations trajectory that has ended in the present back to the last great revolution in
communications, the printing press. How printing affected the perception of news
is less obvious than it might seem: any advances in the velocity of news transmis
sion prior to that time were very modest, and approaches that emphasize the
‘speed’ of the print era are emphasizing an attribute that the press did not in fact
possess. In terms of the four constraints on news mentioned above, the press did
not materially increase the speed at which news travelled (it was still sometimes
slower than a fast horseman). However, it did expand the number of people
simultaneously reading or discussing variant versions of the same news (common
ality); it presented multiple even if conflicting reports of those events (density);
and it eventually regularized the rate at which events were transmitted and the
intervals between transmissions (flow).’0
—

—

Time and the speed of news
From the point of view of a person receiving news of a great event, and
recording it or passing it on to an acquaintance, there was an unbridgeable
temporal gap between the event itself and his or her perception of it. This is a
gap which contemporaries did not often remark on, since they were accustomed
to it. but it made their understanding of what was present and what was past
fundamentally different from our own. At the end of the seventeenth century
something like a modern understanding of temporal relations had been
achieved, so much so that Richard Steele made it the subject of a satire on the
verb tenses, cast in the form of a mock letter from a Civil War prisoner who is
about to be executed by Roundhead captors. In a final letter to his wife, the
captive Royalist reports his death as past rather than impending, since he knows
she will not receive this news until his head has fallen; this produces farcical
complications since she weds again soon after receiving the letter, unaware that
her husband had in the meantime been rescued.11
It was literally impossible before the advent of the telegraph for an event to
be noted at great distance almost immediately in what is now colloquially
termed ‘real time,’ after its occurrence. In addition, the period before 1641 (the
year Crown restrictions on publication effectively ceased, or were at least
considerably loosened) also lacked the enhanced density and flow of news
conducive to the experience of ‘current events,’ except once again for those
situated in close proximity to those events. To individuals who believed that the
present was only an existential instant, an ephemeral joint between a dead past
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and an unborn future, a delay of several days or more meant simply that the
event they had heard about atready belonged to the past: a recent past, perhaps, hut
past none the less. The principal difference, then, between the period before
1640 and that after was not the greater speed of printed news, nor a noticeable
change in overall reception times (the time elapsed between an event and a
person’s learning about it, by whatever means, at a distance). Rather, the sense
of an enveloping present owed its development to changes in the other limits on
news reception that I sketched out above: flo; density and commonality All of
these substantially altered during the seventeenth century and particularly in
periods of continuous activity; publicized through multiple media (printed, oral
and written) such as the 1640s. It is this, not print’s superiority over oral or
manuscript transmission, that accounts for the changing relationship between
past and present, and the establishment of the latter as a free-standing locus of
social experience. These changes had profound implications for the moderniza
ion of the sense of time, and for the development of new media such as the
novel (Hunter’s point, above) and, slightly earlier, the diary; the latter genre was
the literary consequence of individual attempts to record and order lifeexperiences according to a faster-moving diurnal and hourly experience in a
new world dominated by clocks and watches. They also occasioned the decline
and disappearance of older media such as the chronicle, whose capacity to
record rapid change on an annual basis seemed by the mid-seventeenth century
as inadequately slow as daily news now seems to users of Internet news servers
and CNN.’2
By way of illustrating the dispersal of a major news event and the importance
f geography let us look at one well-known example, the announcement to the
world of the death of Elizabeth I. The old queen died at about three in the
morning on the last day (as it was reckoned then) of 1602, 24 March, which was
a Thursday According to the young barrister John Manningham (whose
EIiendship with the late queen’s chaplain, Dr Parry gave him inside knowledge),
the Council had met at Whitehall and by ten o’clock, had proclaimed James VI
jf Scotland as the new king of England. Sir Robert Cecil read this proclamation
aloud outside Whitehall; he then journeyed to Cheapside to read it there. Two
districts of the city thus heard of this major event separately hut immediately
and without any interposing media commentary; from the same high official.
Over the course of the day most of London discovered the death of the queen,
though reports were fragmentary and coloured by rumour. Would there be a civil
war over the succession? Had the queen, already the subject of numerous plots,
[inally been assassinated by Jesuits? Would the new king of Spain attempt
another invasion or had Spanish troops indeed already landed in the south?
Those who could read would, some days and even weeks later, have the
Jpportunity to discover answers to some of these questions as proclamations
were issued by the Council, and as city hacks wrote poems and processionals
about the queen in anticipation of her funeral, or of her successor’s arrival.
So much for the city Because London. and especially the royal court, served
as a kind of clearing-house for news from all points of the kingdom and beyond,
—
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the closer one was to the metropolis the sooner one was likely to hear of most
events.13 The rest of the nation had to wait much longer to discover this news, as
did the expectant heir, several hundred miles to the north, despite the hurried
departure of Sir Robert Carey and his famous breakneck ride (at about seven
miles an hour) across country to Edinburgh. Carey reached Doncaster, 162 miles
away that night, and Berwick (184 miles) on Saturday; he then ‘poasted on to
Edenburgh’ (fifty miles), after stopping to refresh himself change horses, and
acquaint his brother. Sir John, with the news. He got to Edinburgh later that
night, having covered about 100 miles in three days. Consequently lowland
Scotland, or at least Edinburgh, may have learned of the change of dynasty
before some parts of England. It took considerably longer for the news to travel
to rebellion-torn Ireland; the earl of Tyrone, his armies worn out and his
supplies exhausted, surrendered to the late queen on 3 April, still in ignorance of
her death.14
News travelled as quickly or slowly as the men or women who carried it in the
early modern era, which is to say that it did not normally’ travel quickly at all.
Fernand Braudel estimated that until the major road improvements of the mideighteenth century the average speed of all types of transport was a maximum
of 100 kilometres (sixty miles) per twenty-four hour daylD This may be
overly
pessimistic (depending on the terrain), since an estimate derived from Kentish
postal speeds in the later part of the seventeenth century indicates that an
average journey could take place at no greater than four and a half miles
per
hour, somewhat less during the winter considerably slower than Carey’s mad
gallop of 1603
but the general point stands.16 Bcnveen England and the
Continent, delays were longer, though perhaps one ought to he surprised that
they were not even greater. The news of Francis I’s defeat at Pavia
on 24
february 1525 first reached England in late March, in a letter of 15 March
to
Cardinal Wolsey from the English ambassador to Madrid, who himself had
heard the news five days earlier from ‘a currier, that passyd throw France be [sicj
the Frence kings salve conduict.’1 / Sir Thomas Barrington complained
to his
aged mother in 1632 that ‘newes comes so uncertavnely and slowly to hand.’
Sir
Thomas was able to relay to her the spectacular victory of Gustavus Adoiphus
over the forces of Maximilian of Bavaria at Lech, which occurred on
5/15
April, only on 15 May having just heard it in London; others had to
wait for
newsbooks to report it over the course of the next week. Bad news may’
have
been fleeter of foot: a year earlier, the burning of Magdeburg by Tilly’s
troops
on 10/20 May 1631 reached Oxford a mere three weeks later, on 30
May’8
From more remote areas, news took even longer. Samuel Pepys first learned
from
his patron Edward Montagu of the death of Charles X of Sweden on 3
March,
1660, exactly a month after the king had died. Running in the other direction,
word of the battle of Worcester (3/13 September, 1651), which destroyed
Charles II’s Scottish army and sent him into exile, reached Paris nine days latei
on the night of 12/22 Septembec’9
Nor did the regular newspapers of the Restoration much improve the speed
of foreign news, since they’ could only print material as they received it
by’ packet
—
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boats from across the channel. Although more contact as well as back and forth
travel between England and the colonies took place in the seventeenth century
than has often been acknowledged, the ocean remained an even greater divide.20
Word of the dreadful earthquake in Lima, Peru (20 October 1687) took the
whole winter to cross the Atlantic, appearing in the London Gazette only on 24
May 1688.21 On 20 September 1705 Nicholas Blundell in Lancashire heard, for
the first time, of the death of his brother in Maryland nearly ten months
earlier.22
Provincial papers remained heavily dependent on the London press or on
handwritten newsletters from the capital well into the eighteenth century23 The
same was true of news going in the opposite direction as information from the
country was sent to city newsletter writers, and eventually newspapers, by post or
rider; the principal difference between foreign and provincial news throughout
the period was the considerably greater dependence of London news-writers on
the foreign printed press for international news, supplemented by diplomatic
dispatches and material supplied by newly-returned merchants, sailors and
travellers.24 In contrast, news from other English and Welsh towns or even
further afield in Scotland and Ireland could he sent by a system of regular
correspondents.2

Information and the flow of news
Like the sense of time itself the ways in which news intruded on an individual’s
mental horizon could undoubtedly be shaped by such factors as social degree,
gender, religion, or occupation. But the most influential determinant was without
a doubt geography Because towns, especially London, served as national or
regional clearing-houses, those living in them were apt to think that there was an
over-abundance of news, a chaos of passing events which had to be understood
and mentally categorized, and which threatened to disturb the orderly passage of
time. In a celebrated passage of his Anatony of lIelancho1;, Robert Burton
commented, from the perspective of an Oxford college room, on the variety of
new information reaching his ears and eyes from different sources every day:
I hear new news every day and those ordinary rumours of wal; plagues,
fires, inundations, thefts, murders, massacres, meteors, comets, spectrums,
prodigies, apparitions, of towns taken, cities besieged in France, Germany
Turkey Persia, Poland, &c.
A vast confusion of vows, wishes, actions,
edicts, petitions, lawsuits, pleas, laws, proclamations, complaints, grievances,
are daily brought to our ears. New books every day pamphlets, currantoes,
stories, whole catalogues of volumes of all sorts, new paradoxes, opinions,
schisms, heresies, controversies in philosophy religion &c.
To-day we hear
of new Lords and officers created, to-morrow of some great men deposed,
and then again of fresh honours conferred.
Thus I daily hear, and such
like, both private and publick newes.26
...

...

...
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So great Was the flow of information that the news-conscious town-dweller was
obliged to come to terms with the relative importance of an event, its national,
internatioIal or local significance, or be overwhelmed by it. Burton’s comments
on this ‘vast confusion’ are a pungent reminder that the anxiety induced by too
great a stream of information is merely the flip side of the feelings of boredom,
clancholy or ennui which were first being articulated at the same time.27
In the country the case could be much different, though rural gentry and
clergy at least, were able to keep themselves informed of events elsewhere,
especially during times of crisis. In the comparative isolation of her husband’s
‘orkshire estate, Lady Margaret Hoby appears to have heard from a visiting
friend of the execution of her former hrother-in-la the earl of Essex, on 25
february 1601, within a day of the event. More trivial news, though coming a
shorter distance, could take much longer. Through one Mr Pollard, the high
constable of Pickering Lythe, Lady Hoby heard, a month after it happened, of
the death from drunkenness of a York parson and ‘some other thinges of lesse
moment.’28 National events were received and noted together with those of
familial or parochial interest. If they came in slowly and sporadically as they
generally did, they did not much disrupt the gentle trickle of time through daily
weekly and yearly routines. The diary of an Essex minister, Ralph Josselin, may
serve as an example of the way in which extraordinary news could be quietly
noted, its occurrence meshing with facts of everyday life such as planting or the
weather. On 24 February 1678,Josselin made the following entry:
Lovely growing weather, a million granted the King to begin the war with
France (,) tvee are a people peeled and polled, help lord, see the issue of
99
things.
-

Josselin, an articulate and intelligent observer, was clearly aware of the
significance of events taking place outside the tin’ world of his Earls Colne
home to a greater degree than would have been his humbler parishioners. This
awareness would still have been somewhat limited and conditioned by
geographical isolation, though in EssexJosselin was relatively close to the capital.
Even in the mid-seventeenth century when newsbook.s had proliferated, news
travelled slowly into the provinces, thereby making ‘current events’ that much
less current. It is best not to overstate this distinction between centre and
periphery: a shocking event was a shocking event, wherever one heard it, and
recent studies of the circulation of political news and of the attitude of the
‘county communities’ suggest that they were considerably less narrow and localist
in interest than was once believed. In his brief autobiograph; John Evelyn
recalled, as one of his Sussex childhood memories, being awakened abruptly one
morning in 1628 with the news of the duke of Buckingham’s assassination. One
of the earliest memories of Abraham de la Pryrne was of the death of Charles II
in 1685; as a small boy in Yorkshire he had ‘heard a gentleman say that came
from London, that the citty was in tears, and most of the towns through which
he came.’30 For both men, these morsels of ‘news,’ unconnected blips on their
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youthful horizons, occurred too early in their lives to shape their immediate
futures, yet still occupied a privileged status in their retrospective understandings
of their own pasts.

Density and commonality: Multiple modes of
transmission of news
Thus fat I have argued that print affected the reproduction of news, and its
effect on consciousness of present events, less by the speed at which it could
record or disseminate events which was still much slower, in the era of the
hand-press, than writing or speech
than because of its mass-reproduction
capacity and the consequent rapidity with which it could replicate itself This
capacity was itself realized slowly; and until the late seventeenth century both the
creators and receivers of news continued to rely heavily on more conventional
media such as manuscript newsletters.31 Within England, visual and aural signals
such as bells and bonfires (the latter set up in relay form) offered the easiest
means to ‘flash’ news from one part of the country to another. Although they
were unable to indicate exactly what that news was, some events (or rather, the
outcomes of ongoing events) were already anticipated, so that the significance of
a bonfire or bell-ringing would be understood in most places.32 This system
remained in place half a century later: the proclamation of James II and the
defeat of the duke of Monmouth were signalled at Leicester by a bonfire paid
for by public money; as was the birth of the king’s son in l688. A slower hut
more informative route was to rely on a network of correspondents for
‘retransmission’ of news across the country and on the Continent. In such a
manner did the Protestant reformer Richard Hilies, living in Strashourg in 1547,
pass on to Heinrich Bullinger, in Zurich, the news of the death of Henry VIII
and the coronation of his son, ‘which they write me word from England is all
true.’ In the l620s, the Cambridge scholar Joseph Mead subscribed to private
newsletters as well as to the newer corantos which that decade produced; he in
turn was a tireless recirculator of their contents to his own contacts.34
News continued to be conveyed by oral transmission throughout and long
past the end of the period under discussion here.3 During Elizabeth I’s reign
and through the early Stuart period, however, this was increasingly comple
mented by a variety of graphic forms including official and unofficial manuscript
newsletters, libels,36 and ‘separates,’ written or printed sheets sent from London
to the provinces and giving details of foreign affairs, parliamentary speeches, and
court scandals, as well as the regular diet of broadsheet ballad accounts of
marvels and prodigies.3’ ‘Written and printed news reports were often sent
togethei; a coranto adjoined to a personal newsletter, a practice that would
continue after 1641
An important recent study by Alastair Bellany of the
spread of news about the early Stuart cottrt has exploited family muniments and
especially diaries and commonplace books to demonstrate the breadth of
circulation of oral, written and printed news concerning such scandala magnata as
the Thomas Overbury murder and the career and assassination of the duke of
—

—
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Buckingham.39 As Bellanv perceptively remarks of the early seventeenth
century:
vibrant news culture created the space in which increasing numbers
of people were able to engage with and become agents in the political process.’1°
Oral news lost no ground to its graphic counterparts after the collapse of
Caroline censorship in 1641. If anything, its relationship with both print and
manuscript became more symbiotic as each medium provided checks and
confirmations on the others. The ballads published shortly after events such as
the defeat of the Armada, the destruction of Charing Cross in 1647, the
execution of the king, the Great Fire, and the Battle of Sedgemoor, which found
their way into the collections of readers like Samuel Pepys, were successful in
part because they could mediate bettveen the oral and tvritten. Other forms of
printed news tended to complement rather than replace oral communication.41
In Elizabethan and Jacobean London, one simply had to go to a central
meeting place such as Lincoln’s Inn Fields, or ‘Paul’s Walk’ in the Cathedral
environs, to hear the latest news. The Royal Exchange was ideal for this purpose
since there, as one Jacobean writer noted, ‘from all countreys there was dayly
newes to be heard by one meanes or other.’42 In rural areas, markets and fairs
served the same function. \‘hen the diarist John Rotis tried to obtain news of
the king’s siege of Coventry in August 1612, he consulted 1)0th newsbooks and
Coventry men whom he encountered at Stourhridge Fair in Worcestershire. The
Yorkshire cleric Abraham de la Pryme went to nearby Brigg to ‘heare the
newse’ in 1696; since he also writes of going there to ‘see the newse,’ it is
probable that, like Rous, he was picking it up from both newspapers and casual
conversation.43
Couriers, ambassadors and private messengers, travelling by foot, ship and
mainly on horse brought news at widely varving rates,4 and the development of
a more sophisticated postal system in the seventeenth century did not, in the
short term, greatly alleviate the irregularities in news circulation that were
worsened in times of disaster or upheaval like the plagues that struck London in
1603, 1625 and 1665, or the Great Fire (which in addition to burning down the
Letter 001cc, halted publication of the London Ga.ze/te for a week, while utterly
destroying its rivals). The Civil ‘War on the whole propelled the spread of news
(of which it was the dominant though not exclusive stibject), the energies and
resources devoted to communications more than compensating for the counter
‘ailing disruption occasioned by the existence of hostile camps and the blockage
of major roads and bridges. These retardants should not, of course, be
underestimated, as contemporary complaints suggest. Writing to the earl of
Essex on 26 Max’ 1645, Sir Samuel Luke provided the Parliamentary com
mander with news from the garrison at Newport Pagnell, though he warned that
it might be ‘stale by the slowness of the messenger.’ At other times OCtV5 could
travel very fast. Luke wrote to his brother, Sir Oliver, three weeks later, that his
bearer had come in ‘good time,’ and had been dispatched back again almost
immediately1 Yet the very slowness and unreliability of ordinary channels the
local officials who were supposed to keep the government informed contrib
uted to improvements, forcing central officials like the Cromwellian Secretary
—
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[ohn Thurloe, to employ networks of agents and spies, much as his Elizahethan
predecessor Sir Francis Walsingham had done in peacetime.
The gathering of information and the careful control of its release in the
press indeed became one of the Secretary of State’s major functions after the
Restoration, as illustrated in the newsletters regularly dispatched in the 1 660s
and 1670s, at a subscription cost of about L a year, by individuals such as
Kenry Oldenburg or Henry Muddiman, and especially by writers working for
the Secretaries of State, Henry Bennet earl of Arlington, his colleague, Sir
William Morrice, and Arlington’s suhordinate and then successor; Sir Joseph
Williamson.46 Caroline and Commonwealth improvements to the postal system
were maintained at the Restoration with the 1660 Post Office Act (12 Car. II cap.
35), which made permanent the removal of the office from private hands and set
standard rates. The Act was accompanied by a purge of the office’s suspect ex
Cromwellian leadership; the use of the post to send and receive news was further
aided by the exemption of news-factors like Muddiman from the inland postage
cost of 2d for the first eighty miles and 3d for anywhere else in England and
Wales, a relatively high cost by contemporary standards.47
Beginning with certain royal proclamations and with the short chronicles
published by men like William Rastell and Richard Grafton in the eady to mid1 500s, news had begun to make its way into print, albeit initially at a turgid rate.
The next step, taken in the eady seventeenth century; was the publication of
monthly and then weekly ‘newsbooks,’ such as the foreign eorantos that crept
into England slowly prior to 1620 and thereafter much faster.48 These initially
had to be imported from Antwerp or from the Dutch Republic. In 1621, the
government permitted their printing in London (so long as they stuck to foreign
news and left domestic matters alone) thereby further reducing the time between
the occurrence of events and their printing, since the news could travel faster
across the channel in pre-print form, and increasing the volume of copies that
could he quickly distributed. Beginning in October 1623, the first of several
numbered series appeared, initiating a tentative regularity of titles rather than
intervals of publication
to the production of news.49 Pamphlets such as
eViercurins Britannicus (not to be confused with its parliamentarian namesake of the
l640s, Mercarius Britanicus with one ‘n’) began to proliferate.50 By the eady 1640s,
according to one estimate, about 1,000 separate issues of a number of these
corantos had been published, though only about one-third of these have
survived.51 For various reasons, including complaints from the Spanish
ambassador; Charles I suppressed the corantos in 1632, thereafter allowing only
slower ‘annuals’ like the Swedish bitelligencer to be printed in the kingdom. Once
again the letter-writers had to fill the void for their gentry customers, though the
eorantos were revived in 1632, under their earlier printers, Nathaniel Butter and
Nicholas Bourne.52
In his play The Staple of News (1631), Ben Jonson asked the question whether
news remained news once it was committed to print, thereby identifying a
distinction between history and current events that, I have posited, was emerging
at exactly this time. Indeed, even a decade eadier; in his Twelfth Night masque,
—

—
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J’fews from the new wodd discovered in the moon, Jonson had already raised the same
issue. In this masque, two characters, a printer who prints newsbooks and cor
antos, and a factor who writes letters to correspondents in the countryside,
debate the proper medium for the conveyance of news. The factor claims to be
offended at the printing, rather than the writing down of news, ‘for when they
are printed they leave to he news; while they are written, though they he false,
they remain news still.’ The answer of the printer is that: ‘It is the printing of
them makes them news to a great many who will indeed believe nothing but
what’s in print.’ It is these customers who keep his presses running, and his
writers writing; and every ten years or so he recycles his stories as the age ‘grows
forgetful’ of their contents.53
One has only to examine the heading ‘Newsbooks’ in the revised Short-Title
Catalogue to notice boxy by 1640, print had already largely formalized the recording
and transmission of news and begun to accustom readers to regular reports.
Whether print caused an increased appetite for quicker; more regular news or
simply responded to an interest that was already there is a chicken-and-egg
question of little significance. The issuing of proclamations and the publication
of statutes and letters patent, or the circulation of other pieces of information in
sermons and at meetings of the Assizes from the late Middle Ages through the
seventeenth century must certainly count as a form of the transmission of news,
as did the return of MPs from parliaments, albeit new’s so spread was both
sparse and irregular.4 There can similady be litde doubt, froIn the reception
end, that the gentry clergy and aristocracy had already been growing acclima
tized to semi-regular news, in non-printed lbrm, through diplomatic letters and
private correspondence (for which the letters of the Pastons in the fifteenth
century as much as those of John Chambedain to Dudley Cadeton or of Henry
More to Anne Conway; offer well-knuwn examples), and through the services of
professional letter-writers such as Rowland White, who during the turbulent
1 590s, with an aged queen, Irish rebellion, and the Spanish lurking across the
channel, had kept paying correspondents in the country in touch with
developments in London and elsewhere.55 But it is also apparent that without
print and its rapid-replication capacity any wider public appetite for information
would have remained severely constrained by the transmissional limits of oral
and handwritten reports. In 1600, the provincial citizen or rural subject was
more or less entirely at the mercy of oral reports, visitors, and correspondents. In
1728, by contrast, the mayor of remote Durham could supply himself with a
year’s worth of printed news for a mere shilling.
At first sight it might be argued that one effect of the newsbook and the
newspaper was to silence the news, making it something to be perceived quietly
by the reader; in isolation from others, rather than a part of ordinary conversa
This would be a mistake, since news could run freely between speech and
writing or print. It is true that in reading a newspaper or letter in privacy; one is
confined simply to comprehending and acknowledging the message contained
therein: a solitary reader may surely read between the lines to discern hidden
intent, but texts cannot fill in nuances, clarify details, or answvr questions. In
tion.
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contrast, to converse about the news eveu about a newspaper one has just read
and has in hand is not only to possess knowledge of its contents but also to be
able to respond to it directly and dialogically In conversation with the provider of
oral news, one can evaluate the messenger as well as the message, and judge
from gesture, facial expression, and intonation whether the news is true, or at
least whether its spokesperson believes it to be true. It is no wonder, then, that
early modern people long preferred to have their news by mouth when possible.
Henry VIII often read diplomatic letters to himself; but at other times he would
read them aloud, or have them read to him, and converse with the messenger. Sir
Thomas More reported in 1529 that the king had received and read a foreign
letter which ‘mencioned credence to be geven to the bringer in the declaring of
the same.’ On another occasion, five years eadier, More noted that the king had
read a dispatch from Richard Pace aloud to the queen and court, ‘and
furthwithe he declared the newes and every materiall point, which uppon the
reding his Grace well noted un to the Quenys Grace and all other abowt hym
who were menrelouse glad to here it.’57
Writing in 1580, John Lyly commented that ‘the eare is the caryer of
newes.’58 A century later print, an upstart competitor, had challenged the ear’s
monopoly but not overthrown it, aural news being among other things less
demanding on its recipients (something that remains true today when newspa
pers have lost ground to less time-cousuming media like radio and television). In
fact, though print allowed for private digestion of the news, it just as often
promoted discussion. This is best demonstrated by the interplay between oral,
written and printed news at that most characteristic of Restoration and
Augustan institutions, the coffee-house, which one scholar has, in the wake of
Habermas, called ‘the architecture for the emergence of the public sphere.’59
These were not limited to London. In larger towns, one simply had to go to the
nearest coffee-house to consult the papers, read letters, and hear and discuss
news. Rowland Davies, dean of Ross, who visited England in 1689, records
going to a coffee-house and ‘reading the news’ throughout his journal as part of
his ordinary daily activities. But he also, while at dinner with a friend, ‘heard an
account of the Turks being defeated.’6° The West country physician Claver
Morris heard of the peace terms with France in 1709 at a coffee-house (news
which seems, however, to have been of less interest than that which he heard
while at music later in the day ‘of poor Molley Mills’s being scalded to death in
Cornwall, in a kettle of water’).61 These remarks all come from the gentry and
professional classes, hut the expanded literacy of the later seventeenth century
makes it neady as applicable to their social inferiors. If one listens to such
contemporary comments as those of the Swiss-French visitor Cesar de Saussure
in 1729, the coffee-houses attracted ‘workmen’ who began their day ‘by going to
coffee-rooms to read the latest news’ and ‘discussing politics and topics of
interest concerning royalty’62 Lewis Theobald thought it ‘provokingly ridiculous’
to hear a haberdasher in a coffee-house ‘descant on a general’s misconduct, and
talk of an army’s passing a river with the same facility as he himself could go
over Fleet-bridge.’63
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The degree to which the recipient of news did not distinguish between
information conveyed orally and that conveyed in writing, even in the early
eighteenth century appears in the detailed record afforded by one diarist in the
reign of Queen Anne, Henry Prescott. The deputy registrar of the diocese of
Chester, Prescott was a lazy functionary with a higher devotion to drink and
conversation than to ecclesiastical law He was, however, an inveterate newshound who daily recorded the bits of information that came his way through
personal contact, conversation at alehouses and coffeehouses, correspondence,
and what he called ‘the public news.’ Figure 1 breaks down the news that he
recorded by subject.

—

—

I

War/Foreign Affairs
169

Jnspecified News
109

Local/Personal
60

Fznre 1 The circulation of the news at Chester: subjects of events heard of or read of
by Henry Prescott, 1704—11

k
I

i/sEe: Sources include personal information, letters, aichouse/coffcehouse discourse and the ‘public
news’
Ssurce: The Die9’ q[ Hen9’ Thesesa JIB, vol. 1 ,J.M. Addy ed., Record Society of Lancashire and
Cheshire, 127

Aside from a large unspecified category of general ‘news’ that he records without
further detail as to its subject (about one quarter of all references), he paid about
the same attention to local matters, or those involving his immediate family as he
did to domestic British politics. Either despite or because of his employment as a
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lay official of the Church, he had little interest in recording news involving
religion and the Church. But the chart makes it crystal clear that in the relative
isolation of Chester, the news that regularly had the greatest impact on him w
that of foreign affairs and especially war. In all, 169 references in the diary are
concerned with international affairs. War had an ability to puncture the flow of
time so effectively and shockingly that it could overwhelm the intake of other
forms of news. Let us now see if some earlier cases of war had an equivalent
effect on the sense of the present.

News and current events
By the late 1 620s, the production of corantos had become serialized and more
systematic. Just as letter-writers such as Chamberlain gave their correspondents
weekly updates on the events at court, so the publishers of newsbooks at home
and abroad realized that they could sell more copies if they retained an audience
from one week, or month, to the next. The repeated use of names like the
Swedish Intelligencer or Mercurius Britannicus, suggests a nascent ‘brand loyalty’
among the readership, as readers bestowed their trust, and their pennies, on a
publication that appeared at intervals. After 1641, ideological conflict would
further the division and redivision of the readership of news along political lines:
John Cleveland, the royalist poet, denounced parliamentary diurnals as ‘urinalls,’
as different from royalist newsbooks ‘as the Devill and his Exorcist; or as a black
Witch doth [differ] from a tvhite one, whose office is to unravell her inchant
ments.’6 The proximity of events and the need to keep informed about them in
turn affected the speed at which newsbooks were produced, since publishers
wished their products to keep pace with events, rather than simply responding to
them on an ad hoc basis. Regulauiy was thus added to newness and truth as a
quality for the successful newshook, something demonstrated once again by the
increasing number of dated and numbered corantos in the Short-title Gatalogue
and later in the Thomason 1Iacts)’
The Thirty Ybars’ \Var did much to increase the importation of foreign news
on a regular basis. Gustavus’ victories or the atrocities of Tilly’s troops remained
remote events; though Protestants might fear the possible outcome of an imperial
victory for the Reformation throughout Europe, though they might shudder at
accounts of babies hurled into the flames by marauding Spanish soldiers, they
had little sense of these events having an immediate effect on English life. Yet
troubles for Protestantism in Germany were potentially deadly to Englishmen
apprehensive for the future, their memories still fresh with Bloody Mary the
Armada, and the Gunpowder Plot. Even if they did not resonate in the same
way as a crisis on home soil, they involved English mercenaries and money an
English princess in distress (the Electress Palatine), and rising fears about the
future of reformed religion in England.66
The vigour of public discussion of foreign affairs and court scandals in the
l620s and 1630s, whether in corantos, newsletters, or private correspondence, is
difficult to deny Vet it is possible to argue that the activities of the Long
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Parliament, the Irish Rebellion, and the Civil War that ensued in 1642 marked
events different in kind as well as degree from anything that had preceded them,
and that they produced in the l640s newsbook a printed mirror that is just as
distinguishable from its early Stuart predecessors.6’ for the first time in 200
years, and the first time ever since the advent of printing, large armies were
fighting battles not across the Channel but right at home, on British soil, and in
all three kingdoms at the same time. This would happen only on a much smaller
scale after 1660 and would cease altogether with Culloden in 1716. To read of
military religious and political developments became not just a matter of interest
(though that it surely was), but also potentially one of survival; to publish such
accounts offered not simply the prospect of a small monetary gain but an
opportunity to fight a propaganda campaign that was unprecedented, at least in
scale and duration, in English history And once the hand of the censor was
lifted in 1641, even the shaky control of news exercised by the Elizabethan and
early Stuart regimes ceased to exist. The result was a veritable flood of
pamphlets, parliamentary speeches,68 and especially newsbooks, beginning with
The Heads of Several1 Proceedings in this Present Parliament (2 2—29 November 1641),
produced with weekly regularity each presenting an account of recent events
that was both up to date and, from the point of view of the side generating it,
‘true.’ In 1642 came greater regularity as a few newsbooks established themselves
under titles like A Peifrct Diurnall, and as each day of the week became the
publishing territory of rival series.69 The printed word was occasionally
supplemented by woodcuts, the effectiveness of graphic representations having
been demonstrated much earlier in such Elizabethan works as foxe’s Acts and
Monuments. 70
The distribution of news was not, even then, confined to the newshooks, as
testified by the continuation of pre-war practices, such as the dispatching of
manuscript newsletters by professional writers who specialized in providing
weekl information to rural subscribers; booksellers now took on extra copyists
or employed scriveners in order to service their swelling subscription lists.’1
Alastair Bellany has rightly remarked that the news culture of the half century
before 1640 had set the stage for the ‘phenomenal growth of political expression
and debate’ after the end of censorship.72 With such favourable conditions in
place, the volume of printed and written material was in itself sufficient to carry
news through different parts of the realm in an unparalleled volume and with
unprecedented regularity; and, as Joad Raymond points out, even in small runs
of 250 to 1,000 copies, the same newsbooks would he re-read by several readers
over a period of days elsewhere in the provinces.73 This represented a major
increase in the flow density and commonality of news even though it brought
with it, as we will see further beloy added problems for recipients unable to distil
truth from propaganda, reality from rumouc
The flip side of a current event is ‘public opinion,’ the collective if discordant
responses of the readers or hearers of news to what that news means, whether it
is good or bad, and, most important. what should he done about it. The petitions
produced on the eve of and throughout the Civil War represent among other
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sings a more concerted and direct provincial response to events in Westminster
san had ever occurred previously; and the conflicts between rival newsbooks
arther fuelled the political flames.’1 The same environment for ideological
vsponse to events would he achieved again during the Exclusion Crisis, where it
as recently been studied by Mark Knights, with the volume of pamphlets
ublished in 1680, about 1,800, representing double the number published three
ears before.’° News thus does much more than recount events that are part of a
niger story still in play; it solicits possible resolutions to that story: Where history
rlates acts which are complete with a narrative beginning, middle and end, news
Janus-faced, simultaneously peering into the past and the future. The literate
ublic of the 1 640s were aware that the events through which they were living
iere incomplete and that, subject to providence, they would be called upon to
hape their final disposition.
This had lasting consequences for the future development of news in Eng
md: Figure 2 illustrates the stages in the expansion of the present from the eady
xteenth to the eady eighteenth century; with relation to the national events
ccurring at that time and the printed media wherein they were related.

The desperate urgency with which the newsbooks were greeted may have abated
with the temporary cessation of armed hostility’ in 1646, hut not the appetite for
their information. Despite the ban on newspapers other than the official Gazette
from 1666 to 1679 and again from 1682, the attempts of successive regimes
throughout the Interregnum and Restoration to restrict the publication of all
domestic news proved largely futile, notwithstanding the scrutiny of watchdogs
like Sir Roger L’Estrange, Charles II’s Surveyor of the Press. The proclamation
issued by Charles II’s government in 1680, at the height of the Exclusion Crisis,
which attempted to suppress the unlicensed printing and distribution of news,
was a desperate barn-door locking after the horse had escaped. Nailed
awkwardly hack into place in 1682, the door squeaked open again in 1688—89. It
would come off its hinges for good in 1695, though the use of ‘general warrants’
issued by the Secretaries of State remained a frequent but controverted practice
until the time of John Wilkes and the North-Briton in the 1760s.76
On the theory that the best defence lay less in a sieve-like censorship than in
the good offence of an official and Crown-friendly publication, the later Stuart
period saw the advent of L’Estrange’s own Intelligencer (1663) and then the Landan
Gazette (1665), which for its first few months, while the Court was in Oxford
fleeing the Plague, was published both there and in the City: That the govern
ment felt compelled to supply an official outlet for news at all not something
done under any preceding regime (if we exclude proclamations) is a mark of
how news-oriented English society had become in the ensuing two decades
These papers to some degree competed for the most interesting stories with the
manuscript newsletter services largely controlled by L’Estrange’s rival, William
son, and by Henry Muddiman, whose own Gnrrent Intelligence was put out of
business by the Great Fire within weeks of its initiation.77 The Gazette was the
monarchical successor to two Marchamont Nedham-run official publications of
the 1 650s, Merendns Falzhcns and the Fnbhth Intelhgencer (which enjoyed an official
monopoly after the Cromwellian crack-down on newsbooks in 1655), and to
Nedbam’s 1659—60 successors ilfercadns Fnblicns and the Parliamentary Jntethgencei
run by General Monck’s client Muddiman. Boasting the barred rubric ‘pub
lished by authority’ the Gazette first appeared in a double-column broadsheet,
before evolving into a four-page format. It enjoyed special status as an official
publication, despite the relative sparseness of domestic news and outlasted most
of its contemporan’ rivals, holding a virtual monopoly between 1666 and 1679.
In May of that year, the expiration of the 1662 Licensing Act owing to Chades
II’s prorogation of Padiament permitted a brief window of three years during
which nearly forty different papers were puhhshed, many of them short-lived.78
Both the Landon Gazette and the other papers that sprang up briefly during the
Exclusion Crisis signify that the old weekly or hi-weekly newshook was on its way
to becoming, in form and frequency the new newspaper. By the turn of the
seventeenth into the eighteenth centnn; the transition to a daily issue of the
same series had been achieved in such tides as the Daih’ Ganrant (a morning
paper) and the Evening Fast.’9 With the dailies came the thrice-weekly Fasts of
William III’s reign, and then the literary periodicals such as the Gnardian, 7?itle%
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The past helped Cowper, like most readers, to make sense of the present, and
the present to understand the nature of events in the past.
By the end of the seventeenth century events were seen to he part of an
ongoing historical process continuing into the future, a process that could he
broken down into weekly daily or even smaller units. Various links between the
media that conveyed the present and those that commemorated and interpreted
more remote events continued to exert an attraction to readers, not least of all
the family of genres that includes the salacious ‘narratives’ or ‘true narratives’ or
‘true accounts,’ as they often titled themselves, of crime and punishment, scaf
fold speeches, and reports of marvels and miraculous cures, as well as the
occasional chronique scandaleuse of misconduct among the famous. An examination
of the ‘news’ contained in one major collection, the Pepys ballads, indicates a
concern with events ranging from the apparently trivial, such as the cow that ran
into Clerkenwell church during a sermon in 1689, or the ‘Somersetshire wondei’
a calf born with the face of a woman, to major political and military events.89
As Paul Hunter writes, there is a strong sense in the titles of most such works that
they are ‘helping to write the full history of the times and ultimately of reality
itself’90

News, rumour, distrust, and anxiety
The presence of the present in news was not universally welcomed. In addition
to the anxiety occasioned by the onrush of information, there remained
throughout the period a deep distrust of news because it was both new and
difficult to verify News lacked the air of authority that surrounded old texts.
Vocalized, it could scarcely be distinguished from rumour, a fortiori tvhen it
emanated at second hand, or from a less than credible source.91 Print did not
help since for many readers and writers in the first two centuries after Caxton,
printed publication constituted a ‘stigma’ that made a communication or
utterance inherently less trustworthy than a manuscript text.92 ‘When a piece of
false intelligence gets into one pape1’ reported the craftsman in 1731, ‘it
commonly runs thro’ them all, unless timely contradicted by those who are
acquainted with the particular circumstances.’93 Steven Shapin has argued that
in the realm of science, truth was increasingly thought to issue exclusively from
the mouths of the social elite, and particularly from those of good ‘credit.’
Shapin’s point can be supported from fields other than science, news among
them. In the credibility of news, however, other elements more than social
degree were important, such as political and religious affiliation: put simply one
inclined to believe one’s friends and disbelieve one’s enemies. Dudley Ryder, a
constant reader of newspapers and haunter of coffee houses, was keen to get a
good seat at the execution of the Jacobite earl of Derwentwater in 1716. Ryder
discounted the news presented by his lodging-house maid, to the effect that the
earl and his condemned comrades had been reprieved, because its original
source had been a fellow lodger of Tory persuasion, and ‘the Tories love to
deceive themselves with agreeable news.’ He was uncertain enough, however, to
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go straight into town and make sure of his facts, arriving just in time to get a
perfect viev of the falling heads.94
Such distrust existed throughout the early modern period, but it did little to
kill the appetite for news. As Thomas Cromwell remarked to John Creke in
1523, ‘news refresheth the spirit of life.9D Throughout the period, thirst for
news, like innovation in general, provided a target for wits. In about 1516, the
court poetJohn Skelton commented that news had made men worse gossips than
women:
For men be now tatlers and tellers of tales;
What tidings at Totham, what newis in Wales,
What shippis are sailing to Scalis Malis,
And all is not worth a couple of nut shalis.

I

Bishop John jewel, writing to Bishop John Parkhurst in 1553, refused to report
any news, punningly remarking that, ‘the old is more than enough.’96 In
Chapman’s play The Reuenge of Busst d-1mboij, Rend tells Clermont that if he
wishes to he considered a gendernan well-qualified,’ he must ask ‘what the news
is.’ Clermont, in reply refers to the Locrian princes who punished any
newcomers who enquired as to the news,
Since commonly such brains are most delighted
With innovations, gossips’ tales, and mischiefs.9’
A sermon preached at Whitehall in 1619 denounced the quest for news, which
had become so widespread that Every man’s religion is known by his news; the
puritan talkes of Bethlehem Gahor, &c.’98
Such satires became more common in the I 620s, the decade of the corantos.
In Jonson’s Jfews from the .Nw I4brtd, to which I have already referred, the antimasque opens with a discussion between two heralds (the purveyors of oral
news), a factor of news who writes letters to clients in the country a printer and a
chronicler.

I

I

1st herald:
2nd herald:
1st herald:
2nd herald:
1st herald:
2nd herald:

News, news, news!
Bold and brave news!
New as the night they are born in.
Or the phant’sie that begot them.
Excellent news!
Will you hear any new’s?

The printer then enquires as to the price of the news and is asked if anyone ever
buys the news: has it, in short, become a commoditt like fish or corn? He
responds that he is all in favour of selling it; in fact, being a printer, he makes his
living hunting out news wherever it may he and selling printed versions of it. ‘I’le
give any thing for a good Copie now be’t true or false, so’t be newes.’99 In 1626
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Jonson returned to these themes at greater length in The Staple of iVth’,c,
performed in that year and first printed in 1631. In this work we meet a woman
called Tatle, one of a quartet of ‘gossips’ including Mirth, Censure and,
significantly Expectation. She enjoins Prologue to ‘Looke your Newes he neu
and fresh, Me Prologue, and untainted, I shall find them else, if they be stale, or
flye-hlowne, quickly!’ It is not clear that ‘untainted’ necessarily means ‘truthful.’
Another exchange between several characters emphasizes the theme of infor
mation overload or ‘vast confusion’ we have seen in Burton’s Anaton1y, before
raising a related concern: the lack of any rubric by which to distinguish true and
false, amid the Babel-like noise of the newest events.’00 News addicts presented
as inviting a target as those who fed their habit; with allowances for the greater
prominence of printed news, there is a close family resemblance between
Skelton’s early Tudor remarks on news-hunger and an essay of two centuries
later by Joseph Addison. This features an impoverished Political Upholsterer who
is ‘the greatest newsmonger in our quarter.’ Up before dawn to read the Poshnan,
he walks up and down town to check for Dutch mails. More anxious about the
welfare of King Augustus than that of his own family, ‘He looked extremely thin
in a dearth of news, and never enjoyed himself in a westerly wind.’101
But there was more to object to in news than simply its promotion of a
perceived popular addiction to noveth: Another, and major, reason why
commentators from one end of the period to the other were so suspicious of
in whatever medium “-as that it was so often either false or out of
news
date.102 To counteract such well-established distrust, the newshooks (rather like
anothei; less regular. medium of news, the ballad, which was also subject to
distrust), very early commonly emphasized two qualities in their titles. First, they
stressed their newness, the excitement to be gained from reading them. In 1614,
Philip Gawdy remarked to his nephev.; Framlingham, ‘That newes is best in
season, when it is newest, whether it be true, or false.’ Exactly a century later a
letter printed in The Spectator made a comparable comment, but used the
shorter time span of an hour as the measure of freshness. A piece of news loses
its flavour when it hath been an hour in the air.’103 Title-page set-ups quickly
developed the marketing technique of stressing the newness of their contents in
a graphic anticipation of the modern headline, thereby predetermining the
reader’s sense of what had become an important event. Second, they assured
readers of their truth, each book claiming that it was the most tip-to-date and
reliable account of the events being related. Thus the most accomplished
newsmonger of the 1 640s, Marchamont Nedham, felt obliged in 1645 to declare
that he was reporting events independently and without interference from his
parliamentary masters; other pamphlets carried encouraging names like The
Afoderate or Pqjict Passages. 104 Both truth and newness were necessary claims, as
the volume of such material increased. Publishers and booksellers began to
compete for a still relatively limited literate market, and in order to persuade
readers to buy one account rather than another it was essential to persuade them
that the account was genuinely ‘neg’ in the sense of most recent and that it was
truthful, both in the sense of having not committed deliberate falsification, and
—
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in the different but no less important sense of having not been overtaken by
further events. It might seem strange that writers had to make a special plea for
the veracity of their accounts. That is because in democratic countries with a

free press we now take it for granted that this should he so (though we are often
disappointed) and demand immediate editorial retractions when it is not. The
eady modern mind, with its deep distrust of anything new and unsanctioned by
authority needed reassurance that what was contained in the newsbook was not
idle rumour; or fancy Not only was early modern news explicitly biased, it was
also widely expected to be so. The modern goal of ‘objective’ and unopinionated
reporting (whether or not it is ever, in practice, really achieved), would have
seemed strange to news readers and writers of 300 years ago.
Rumour and report, said the Jacobean MP Sir Walter Cope, are ‘two bastards
begotten by the people; the author seldom knowne.’105 It was easy to invent tales,
or simply to let one’s imagination creatively edit a piece of information and pass
it on in greatly changed form. Robert Crowley pointed out some of the ill
consequences of false news in the mid-sixteenth century in words reminiscent of
Skeltons earlier comparison between news and women’s gossip:
Some men do delite
straunge newes to invente,
Of this mannes dovnge,
and that mannes intente;
What is done in Fraunce,
and in the Emperours lande;
And what thyng the Scottes
do nowe take in hande;
\Vhat the kynge and his counsel!
do intende to do;
Though for the most parte
it he nothing so.

—

Such men cause murmuring, discontent, even sedition a gloss on this epigram
points out, ‘We sawe the experience of thys of late,’ referring to the rebellions of
1549.’
It is not difficult to see why the incompleteness or uncertainty of news
aroused anxiety The godly steward of Northampton, Robert W’oodford,
expressed a grave sense of public fear of rumoured French and popish
conspiracies in 1639, a good two years before the advent of a real cabal, the
Army Plot, during the earl of Strafford’s trial. ‘The times in the apprehencon of
all seeme to be very doubtfull, and many feares we have of dangerous plotts by
French and papists.”07 Tudor and Stuart governments, always acutely conscious
of the danger of rumour and report, were consequently strict in the punishment
of rumour-mongers. English law had long admitted the possibility’ of treason by
words as opposed to acts; while the dissemination of false news was less
obnoxious than treason, it was also much more commonplace. Statutes against
—
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ryngvng thrugh London, and dvvers plases 7 Demo laudamus songe; and the
morow after yt was tornyd odunvays to the plesur of God.1 ID
hilip Gawdy noted anticipatory rumours concerning the fate of Mary Stuart in
587, climaxing in the unconfirmed reports of her beheading, which unlike
ther Tudor executions had not been public. ‘Much uncerteyne newes touching
e Queene of Skottes, in that she should have hidd herself in the top? of a
hymney and so by that meanes not being founde that they should have made
resently great search for her and then she might have escaped,’ he wrote. ‘It is
mche bothe thought and reported that she is executed, but the truthe not
irectly knowen.’ In June 1633 a rumour reached Oxford that the earl of
trundel (who died in 1646) had fallen from his horse while riding with the king’s
rogress into Scotland, ‘and being trod upon so dyed.’ The diarist who recorded
sis rumour, Thomas Crosfield. never remarked on the falsity of the information,
nd three years later noted that Arundel was about to visit the emperor in
7ienna to negotiate restoration of the Palatinate.116 Late seventeenth-century
tter-writers regularly report and then un-report such deaths as rumours were
ither verified or disproved. Richard Lapthorne warned his Devonshire client
ichard Coffin that although the bishop of Oxford had been twice declared
ead, he was merely ill. Sir William Norrie’s brother is not dead, as was
eported,’ wrote one of Lord Wharton’s correspondents, adding, a touch
opefully ‘but ‘tis true he is very sick.’1 I /
The tendency to report news before it had actually happened or before the
scts were fully known was thus by no means an invention of the newspaper
rror. But the ‘determination to be first’ that characterized the papers of the late
eventeenth century and which always had to be balanced precariously against
w urge to be ‘freshest,’ made rumour and error a public institution.118 The
egularization of printed news reports and their greater availability in the second
alf of the seventeenth century did little to prevent such errors; if anything the
ressure of producing to pre-established deadlines increased the likelihood that a
ublished news report would he based on incomplete facts and require revision
i subsequent issues. In September 1696, the news was abroad that the queen of
pain was dying, or was dead, or had died but had a living foetus cut out of her
tomach (an heir to the idiot Charles H), and that Louis XIV had died of boils
nd gout. Men laid wagers on the truth, only to discover days later that both
ouis (who, unfortunately for the nations of Europe, had two more decades in
tim) and the Spanish queen (who lived until 1740) were still alive. On 17 June
699, the Fying-Fost, bearing news from the Continent, prematurely described
he death of the duchess of Mazarin; in this case, the informants were only
lightly ahead of the game since the duchess did in fact expire a week later.119
.nd in 1711, the British AIercury reported a tremendous defeat for the French that
tad never occurred.120 This could happen, on a shorter time-scale, with
lomestic news as well. Thomas Benskin tried to take advantage of his paper’s
the Domestick hitellgence) appearance on Thursdays to report on the Oxford trial
nd expected conviction of Stephen College, the ‘Protestant Joiner’ on

i
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\Veclnesday 17 August 1 681, hut was defeated by College’s own eloquence in his
defence, which stretched the trial into the small hours of Thursday morning, too
late for Benskin’s paper.’2’
It is difficult to resist the hypothesis that by the end of the seventeenth century
news and its readers existed in a love-hate relationship: the news was indispensa
ble because it was now a critical channel by which individuals situated them
selves within the social present. But neither could it be altogether trusted,
whatever the medium. It is surely no coincidence that the trope of news’s
uncertainty became such a commonplace at about the same time that both
writers and readers of history were beginning to have serious doubts about the
status of the historical record, and even of such hitherto unimpeachable sources
as the Bible. Sir Walter Ralegh, at the beginning of the seventeenth century was
said to have torn up the continuation of his gargantuan Histop of the Hind in a
Pvrrhonist pique after he observed two eyewitnesses to a recent event unable to
agree in their accounts of it. Defoe. one hundred years latet; defended Robinson
Crusoe’s claim to historicitv taken by at least one critic as a meretricious attempt
to cover up a lie
by turning Ralegh’s frustration on its head. In a passage
anticipatory of Hayden White, Dominick LaCapra. Hans Kellner. and the
current ‘linguistic turn,’ Defoe pointed out that no story could be absolutely
congruent with the events it purports to represent. ‘Nothing is more common,
than to have two Men tell the same Story quite differing from one another, yet
both of them Eye-witnesses to the fact related.’122
Both of these occasions point to a fundamental problem that eighteenthcentury historical thought would inherit: if no agreement is possible on the
present through witnesses, if the news can be shown to be mere rumom then
how much stock can be placed in the accounts of more remote pasts by
historians? This is nowhere better expressed than by Sarah Cowpei; whose
remarks on the close relation of news and history have already been noted. Cowper was a prodigious reader of history who also had her ear to the ground for
the public events that she recorded in her diary (though she claimed, disingenu
ously never to read printed news). She would comment in 1702 (with reference
to disagreement among William III’s physicians as to the condition of his body
at his death a few days earlier): ‘This age is enough to destroy the credit of
history of remote past times, and places; when wee can scarce attain any
certainty of things present near hand, and matters liable to demonstration.’123
-

—

Conclusion
The availability of news reports, through oral, written and especially printed
media, in the second half of the seventeenth century had consequences for
historical thought that we have not yet addressed. By focusing public attention on
the present, and on the hinge whereby present became past, the news also
occasioned interest in the converse: how the past evolved into or ‘caused’ the
present. It is no coincidence that historians during and after the Civil War turned
their attentions away from depicting long-dead medieval monarchs and toward
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he study of very recent events, with news reports in many cases turning into
‘erhatim fodder for their historical accounts. One further by-product of this
Lttention to the contemporary was the restructuring of temporal connections
setween past and present. In medieval and humanist historical thought, these
sad been founded on similarity comparison and metaphor rather than, as in the
nodern historical tradition, proximity continuity and metonymy Historiography
ifter 1640 also reveals the high degree of ideological fractiousness, the corn
)eting perspectives, that are the hallmark of the newsbooks, and which
)ccasioned similar concerns about objectivity and truth.124 These developments
night well have occurred without the mid-century proliferation of news. It is
)robable that the Civil War would have found its aspiring Thucydides sooner or
ater: Clarendon, who came closest to that ideal, relied more on personal
:nowledge of the actors than on published reports. But it cannot be doubted that
he obsession with the present that marks public discourse from the 1 640s on
selped to create a market for ‘contemporary history’ a sub-genre that early
;tuart historians had expressly avoided.
Over the course of the seventeenth century the news had also generated an
xtended present of duration, not instant. 0r to put it another way it had carved
)ut a ‘detemporalized zone’ between past and future, a zone that offered a space
br the discussion of current events analogous to Habermas’ emergent public
phere. Within this zone, novelties cease to be mere ‘marvels,’ passively absorbed
nto the fabric of tradition like a stucco wall. They become matters of ongoing
:oncern, actively discussed and engaged with, disruptive, anxiety-provoking, and
)otentially significant steps in the movement toward newness and modernity’25
Fhe monsters and marvels that feature in the news and in pamphlet literature of
he 1640s and l650s become signs of the times, not mere random instances of
satural caprice or divine intervention.’26 As one modern psychologist has
)bserved, ‘a present orientation involves reflecting on the past and expecting the
hture.’127 The discussions of foreign affairs in the l620s and l630s, and
specially of the civil wars of the 1 640s and early 1 650s, dominated public
liscourse for an extended period. They thereby encouraged the spread of news
m a regular basis and became the subject of that news. The evolving relationship
)etween news and history and the redefinition of the connection between past
md present, is intimately connected to seventeenth-century people’s considerably
nhanced awareness of the moving currents within which they swam.
otes
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29 The Diasy of Ralph Josselin, ed. Alan Macfarlane (1976), p. 608.
30 Evelyn, Dia9’, I, p. 8; The Diap of Abraham de Ia Prime, the ihrksi ire Antiquasy (1869—
70), ed. CharlesJackson, Surtees Society 54, p. 7.
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Years’ War, interacted with the chronicle in the Middle Ages. But by the midseventeenth century it was the diary’s turn. For an example, see John Evelyn’s sum
maries or paraphrases of events culled from newspapers: Diary, iii. p. 361, account
of translation ceremony of Gilbert Sheldon front London to Canterbur’,:
32 David Cress; Bosifires and Bells: .\tional -Iemory and the Prote.ctant Galendar in Eli.tabethan
and Stuart England (Berkelci; CA and London, 1989); Ronald Hutton, The Rise and fall
of ‘tIerrv England: The Ritual lists 1400—1700 (Oxford, 1994).
33 Records of the Borough of Leicester (Cambridge, 1923), ed. Helen Stocks, p. 584.
34 Oninal Letters Relative to the English RfJbrmation Cambridge, 1846), Parker Society 27,
p. 257; Thomas Cogswell. The Blessed Revolution (Cambridge, 1989). p. 22. Sir John
Newdigate received the proclamation of the Parliament of 1628, of which he would
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gates of Arbun’ and their llbrld (1995), pp. 161—3.
35 See especially the work of Dr Adam Fox, in particulai Aspects of Oral Culture and
its Development in Early Modern England, Ph.D. thesis, Cambridge University
1993.
36 Harold Love, Scribat Publication in Seventeenth-Century England (Oxford, 1993), pp. 9—22.
On libels and popular perceptions of political figures see a recent case study by P
Croft, ‘The Reputation of Robert Cecil: Lilsels, Political Opinion and Popular
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37 C. H. Firth, ‘The Ballad History of the Reigns of the Later Tudors,’ TRHS, 3rd
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85 R. M. Wiles, Seriatfubticatwn in EngtandBçfore 1750 (Cambridge, 1957), p. 61.
86 The first stamp duty intended to reduce the number of newspapers as the Tory
government of 1712 was bringing the War of the Spanish Succession to a close,
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printed advertisements. The 1725 Act increased the duty to .5d on every half sheet,
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The Restoration Newspaper, p. 32.
87 Italics in original, quoted from Wiles, Serial Publication, pp. 5 5—8, citing J. Wilford’s
London Magazine, the principal source for Budgell’s own claims and the attacks on
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88 Hertfordshire RU, DEP I 31 (Panshanger MSS). diary of Sarah Cowpcr, vol. 6, p.
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89 The frightened People of Cierkenwelt and The Somersetshire 11 bnder, in The Pep vs Ballads,
facsimile vol. F’ 343, 363: for ballads containing news of political events, which
Pepys arranged chronologically under the rubric ‘State’, see ibid., vol. II, pp. 201—
374. The effect of this is to create a virtual ballad history of events from the
execution of Charles I through the major crises of the next three reigns Popish
Plot and Exclusion Crisis, Rye House Plot, Monmouth’s rebellion and Jeffries’
Assizes, and the Revolution culminating, at the end of Pepys’s life, in William Ill’s
victories against Louis XIV
90 Morison. The English Newspaper, pp. 59—60 for the merger of these two papers,
without comment on this point; Hunter. Bdbre.;’viivels. pp. 185—6, 188.
91 On news and rumour, see Adam fox, ‘Rumour. News and Popular Political Opinion
in Elizabethan and Early Stuart England,’ 11740 (lOOTs 597—620. and idan, Aspects
of Oral Culture,’ ch. 5.
92 Love, Scribal Publication, brings this point out well; more recend see the thorough
debunking of the ‘authority’ and ‘integrity’ of printed texts in Adrian Johns. The
Nature of the Book (Chicago, 1998).
93 Grafisinan (l7July 1734), quoted in Black, ‘British Press and Europe,’ p. 65.
94 The Diary of Dudlej’ Rj’der 1715—1716 (1939), ed. \N Matthews, p. 187; Steven
Shapin, A Social History of Truth (Chicago, 1994); Shaabet Some Forerunners of the
.Newspaper in England, pp. 236—42. The partisan politics of Augustan news, which
contributed to distrust, are discussed by XV A. Speck, Politics and the Press,’ in The
Press in English Sociefivni the Seventeenth to the .,Xneteent/i &nturies (London, Toronto, and
Cranburs; NJ, 1986), pp. 47—63. As Speck points out, the distrust was not un
founded, particularly on the reporting of parliamentary activities and elections. On
the other hand, readers did not ignore newsbooks and newspapers written by those
of differing opinions: Raymond, Invention of the Ath’spaper, p. 255 and passini offers
several examples of readers deliberately seeking out the nesvsbooks produced by the
opposing side.
95 LJi and Letteis of Thomas Gromwelt (Oxford, 1902), 2 vols, ed. R. B. Merriman, I: 313,
cited in G. R. Elton, The Tudor Gonstitution (Cambridge, 1982; 2nd edn.), p. 242.
96 John Skehon, Against Venetnous Tongues,’ 11. 63—6, complete English Poems of John
Sketton, ed. Scattergood; The Letter Book of John Parkhurst, Bishop of Norwich (1974—5),
ed. R. A. Houlbrooke. Norfolk Record Societ; 13, p. 77.
97 Revenge of Bussr D4nibois, III, ii. 6—16, The Plars cf George Ghapman: The Tiagedies (New
York, 1961), 2 vols, ed. TM. Parrott, I: 105.
98 Diary of John Rous, p. 44. Even if this were an overstatement, it is true that enquiries
for news, to say nothing of relations of it, could illustrate religious attitudes. father
Robert Southwell complained in 1591 that any news or rumor directed against
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Catholics was ‘currant, and goeth presently abrode corn pnvilegio,’ adding that ‘many
poore printers and needy libellers make the best part of their living by our slaun
ders’: Letters and Despatches of Richard Iotegan (1959). ed.A. G. Petti. Catholic Record
Societ; 52, p. 4.
Jvth’sjivni the New J4’brld Docover’d in the Moon, in Ben Jonson, VII: 514.
The Staple of .Newc, Induction and III, ii, lI—SO, in Ben Jonson, VI: 328.
The Tatter, 155 (6 April 1710), iii, pp. 218—20.
McKeon, Onins of the English .Not’et, p. 50
Gawdy to Framlingham Gawdy (February 1614). Letters of Phthji Gawdy, p. 175; The
Spectator. no. 625 t26 November 1714], (Oxford. 1965), 5 vols, ed. Donald F Bond,
V: 137.
Frank, Beginnings of the English Vewspaper, p. 77. The protest of truthfulness and
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Part II

The Continent

—

From Copenhagen to Messina, from Wittenherg to Madrid, from Vienna to
Paris. the political information business spanned the Continent. The following
chapters portray a world in constant motion, a context of roiling political and
in
social turmoil, where information was fed by convulsive changes of rule
Naples, in Catalonia, in Holland; and where communication persisted in spite of
repressive censorship mechanisms in some of these places.
Was there a Continental model of political communication, in contrast with
the English model, in the age of absolutism? Jorgen Hahermas thought so. And
the French and Spanish journalism discussed in the following section, respec
tivelv; by Jean-Pierre Vittu and Henry Ettinghausen, seems to correspond closely
to the type of celebratory rhetoric characterized by Habermas as a feature of
the public sphere of absolutism. However, the chapters here offer a widely varied
panorama of the media landscape of the age.
Thomas Sehroder focuses on the birth of printed jotirnalism in Europe,
which occurred in the German-speaking cities of Wolfenhuttel and Strashourg
in 1609. Sparked by the demand for news about the events preceding the Thirty
Years’ War, these first attempts did not sweep away the pre-print genres at a
stroke, hut contributed to a many-sided menu including newsletters, handbills
and newsbooks, prose and poetry At this early stage, government interest in the
invention was negligible. A systematic survey of the contents of the first papers
gives ample evidence of bias and erroi hut nothing systematic enough to
indicate deliberate manipulation or intention to mislead. What purpose, then,
did it serve? Since the news was rarely fresh enough or local enough to he of
much practical use, Sehröder suggests that it must have served chiefly to satisfy a
growing curiosity about the world, as the press critics constantly complained.

In the Dutch Republic, beginning with the Amsterdam-based Cura,ite u;t
Italian, published from 1618, printed political information quickly became a
main product of one of the most vital printing industries in Europe. Otto
Lankhorst shows how municipal governments favoured the development of an
information industry by making heavy use of newsletters and newspapers for
their own needs. The States-General and the States of the Provinces refrained
from pre-publication censorship, giving writers and entrepreneurs considerable
freedom. However, strict laws governed what could and could not be said about

